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risk preparedness for cultural heritage - world bank - world bank good practice notes 1 risk
preparedness for cultural heritage july 2008 risk preparedness for cultural heritage a. introduction 1. a
comprehensive guide on risk preparedness for cultural heritage was produced cultural heritage: an asset
for development and poverty ... - urban development cultural heritage and ptpoverty rd tireduction “in an
increasingly globalized world, economic and cultural imperatives can be seen as two of cultural heritage in
eu policies - cultural heritage is to be protected both in the eu and the world,and underliningthe necessity to
address trafficking and looting ofcultural heritage artefacts, theprotection of cultural heritage,
includingtraditional crafts,and the role of cultural heritage in sustanainable tourism. world heritage 28 com whc.unesco - the world heritage convention, adopted by the general conference of unesco in 1972, is a major
international instrument for the identification, protection, conservation, presentation and transmission to
future generations of the cultural and definition of cultural heritage - cultural identities, as a legacy
belonging to all humankind, the cultural heritage gives each particular place its recognizable features and is
the storehouse of human experience. international conference on culture for ... - unesco - to promote
and protect cultural heritage-promote the world heritage and sustainable tourism programme 3. linking people
and promote sustainable development through cultural routes 4. promote stronger links between tourism,
living cultures and creative industries 5. promote the contribution of cultural tourism in urban development culture-led redevelopmepent of urban areas: i.e. cultural and ... cultural heritage in asia and the pacific:
conservation ... - preserving the world's cultural heritage for the enrich ment and education of present and
future generations is foremost in the mission of the getty conservation insti third international youth forum
on creativity and heritage ... - the world cultural and natural heritage (1972), the unesco convention for the
safeguarding of the intangible cultural heritage (2003) and the unesco convention on the protection and
promotion of the diversity of cultural expressions (2005). principles for the conservation of heritage sites
in china - forthe conservation of heritage sites in china issued by china icomos approved by the state
administration of cultural heritage. principles forthe conservation of heritage sites in china issued by china
icomos approved by the state administration of cultural heritage. chinese-language document issued by china
icomos english-language translation edited by neville agnew and martha demas ... cultural and natural
heritage - atkinsglobal - bahla fort and oasis is a well-known cultural tourism destination and a world
heritage site but it was in danger due to the vulnerable condition of its many earthen structures and the rapid
pace of modernisation. unesco beijing office cluster office to the democratic ... - republic of china for
unesco, is pleased to invite young women and men aged 18-30 years, from countries along the maritime and
terrestrial silk roads to participate in the third international youth forum on creativity and heritage along the
silk roads (a.k.a. iyf3), to be held in changsha and nanjing, 31 march to 6 april, 2019. the iyf3 is focusing on
the theme “youth creativity and ... world heritage list - web-japan - 2 l world heritage list cultural sites
hiroshima peace memorial ground zero of the atomic bomb dropped on hiroshima on 6 august 1945 was 160
meters southeast of the hiroshima prefectural industrial promotion hall, the building now known as the
genbaku dome or atomic bomb dome. (photo courtesy of aflo) center of training for ascetic buddhim, which
included shinto elements. its representation in ... part a essential information - unesco - the glorious
5000-year history of china has produced a great contribution to world architecture, with more than twenty
world cultural heritage sites in china, and it is the yangshi lei archives that
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